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In statistical analyses the complexity of a chosen model is often related to the size
of available data. One important question is whether the asymptotic distribution of
the parameter estimates normally derived by taking the sample size to infinity for
a fixed number of parameters would remain valid if the number of parameters in the
model actually increases with the sample size. A number of authors have addressed this
question for the linear models. The component-wise asymptotic normality of the
parameter estimate remains valid if the dimension of the parameter space grows
more slowly than some root of the sample size. In this paper, we consider M-estimators
of general parametric models. Our results apply to not only linear regression but
also other estimation problems such as multivariate location and generalized linear
models. Examples are given to illustrate the applications in different settings.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Complexity of statistical models is often limited by the amount of data
we have. When a small parametric model is used, a bias generally exists.
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Enlarging the model with more parameters would increase the variability
of the estimates. In practice, one tends to choose a larger model when a
larger sample size becomes available. This is not usually reflected in the
asymptotic analysis in statistics. Typically, a parameter estimate is shown
to be approximately normal when the sample size tends to infinity but the
dimension of the parameter space is fixed. The asymptotic normality results
are highly desirable as they enable us to understand the large sample behavior
of the estimates and make large sample inferences about some aspects of the
model. For example, we frequently report the standard errors for individual
parameter estimates based on their estimated asymptotic variances. It is
natural to ask whether they remain valid if the dimension of the parameter
space increases with sample size, a situation that is often more relevant to
reality.
Huber (1973) considered the asymptotic behavior of M-estimators of linear
regression when the number of parameters increases with sample size.
Consider the model yi=x$i ;+ei with ; # R p and e i as independent errors,
and an M-estimator that solves i ,( yi&x$i ;) xi=0 for some score func-
tion ,. Huber (1973) showed that if , is differentiable, the asymptotic
normality for :$; n , where : # R p, holds if p3n  0 as n increases.
A number of authors have successfully improved on Huber’s results. If ,
is sufficiently smooth, Yohai and Maronna (1979) show that in appropriate
balanced cases, p52n  0 is sufficient for asymptotic normality. Portnoy
(1985) and Mammen (1989) weaken the condition to p32 log( p)n  0. Welsh
(1989) considers more general cases where , may have jump discontinuities
and shows that p3(log n)2n  0 is sufficient. Bai and Wu (1994) further
pointed out that the condition on p can be viewed as an integrated part of
the design conditions.
Most discussions on the asymptotics of increasing dimensions have centered
on the linear regression model. In this paper, we consider M-estimators for
more general models with m=mn dimensional parameters. We extend the
results of He and Shao (1996) on Bahadur representation of M-estimators
with fixed m to the case of increasing dimensions and show that the asymptotic
normality result holds uniformly for any projection of the parameter % if
m grows at a controlled rate. The results we obtain include the linear
regression model as a special case, for which our conditions on m or p
relative to n are about the same as those of Welsh (1989) whereas our
conclusions are slightly stronger. But the main purpose of the present
paper is to provide results that apply to other estimation problems. The
general results obtained in Section 2 apply to M-estimators of other
models including non-linear regression, multivariate location estimation,
and generalized linear models. The applicability of our results are illus-
trated through some examples. Section 3 contains the proofs for the main
results.
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2. MAIN RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS
We now considers M-estimators for general models. Let x1 , ..., xn # R p
be independent observations from probability distribution Fi, % , i=1, ..., n,
with a common parameter % # Rm. Note that m may increase with the
sample size n. Sufficient conditions will be found on how fast m can grow
without upsetting the asymptotic normality result for an M-estimator of
each component of % or their linear combinations. There are no additional
restrictions on the size of p, the dimension of xi . (But in applications to
regression, p and m are of the same magnitude.)
We consider an M-estimator % n that minimizes ni=1 \(xi , %) over % # R
m
for some objective function \(x, %) that is convex in %. In this paper, we
assume that \(x, %)  + as &%&   for each x, and \ is differentiable
with respect to % except at finitely many points. The derivative is denoted
by (x, %). We define &a& to be the L2 norm of a, and Sm=[: # Rm : &:&=1].
We further assume that the M-estimator satisfies
(C0) &ni=1 (xi , % n)&=oP(n
12).
Remark 2.1. If \ is differentiable in %, the left hand side of (C0) is 0. In
some special cases of interest where \ is not everywhere differentiable, (C0)
needs to be verified.
Let %0 # Rm be the solution to ni=1 E% (xi , %)=0, and define
’i ({, %)=(x i , {)&(xi , %)&E(xi , {)+E(xi , %). (2.1)
We make additional assumptions as follows, where *min denotes the
smallest eigenvalue of a matrix.
(C1) There exist C and r # (0, 2] such that maxin E% sup{: &{&%&d
&’i ({, %)&2nCd r, for 0<d1.
(C2) &ni=1 (xi , %0)&=OP((nm)
12).
(C3) There exists a sequence of m by m matrices Dn with
lim infn   *min(Dn)>0 such that for any B>0 and uniformly in : # Sm ,
sup
&%&%0&B(mn)
12 } :$ :
n
i=1
E%0((x i , %)&(xi , %0))&n:$Dn(%&%0) }=o(n12).
Condition (C2) is implied by ni=1 E &(xi , %0)&2=O(nm). Condition
(C3) is often the hardest to check. The key to find how fast m can grow
with the sample size for consistency and asymptotic normality is to obtain
a tight bound A(n, m) such that the following (C4) and (C5) hold.
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(C4) sup{: &{&%&B(mn) 12 ni=1 E% |:$’i ({, %)|
2=O(A(n, m)) for any
% # Rm, : # Sm and B>0.
(C5) sup: # Sm sup{: &{&%&B(mn) 12 
n
i=1 (:$’ i ({, %))
2=OP(A(n, m)) for
any % # Rm and B>0.
Since we only require A(n, m) to be a bound, it can be obtained in dif-
ferent ways. In most cases, a bound can be obtained easily by expanding
’i ({, %) for each i. For instance, we have
Lemma 2.1. If E%[sup{: &{&%&B(mn) 12 &’i ({, %)&2]ai, n, m , then (C4)
and (C5) hold with A(n, m)=ni=1 ai, n, m .
However, in non-i.i.d. cases tighter bounds on A(n, m) are often possible
through the general formulation of (C4) and (C5) with the supremum over
{ applied to the summation and with consideration of a projection of i
into any direction :.
Remark 2.2. In typical applications, we can expect A(n, m)=n(mn)r2,
where r measures the smoothness of the score function. See He and Shao
(1996) for a class of minimum Lp distance estimators with r ranging from
0 to 1.
Both (C4) and (C5) are easy to check if  is Lipschitz in %. On the other
hand, for bounded scores, we have
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that supx, % &(x, %)&cn, m for some sequence
cn, m , then (C5) is satisfied with the same A(n, m) as in (C4) provided that
c2n, m m log n=O(A(n, m)).
We now state a rate of convergence result for the estimator.
Theorem 2.1. If % n is a minimizer of  i \(x i , %) where \ is convex and
its derivative with respect to % is , then under the assumptions (C0)(C5)
with A(n, m)=o(nlog n), we have
&% n&%0 &2=OP(mn). (2.2)
Remark 2.3. As shown in the proof in Section 3, Theorem 2.1 remains
true when the error bound o(n12) of condition (C3) is replaced by
o((nm)12).
Note that the growth rate of m relative to n is governed by the size of
A(n, m) we are able to obtain. For example, if A(n, m)=n(mn)r2, then this
requires m(log m)2rn  0. If we obtain a loose bound for A(n, m), we
would need to impose stronger conditions on m.
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We now consider the asymptotic distribution of :$(% n&%0) for any : # Sm .
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that the conditions (C0)(C5) are satisfied with
A(n, m)=o(n(m log n)). Then for any consistent estimator % n ,
% n&%0=&n&1 :
n
i=1
D&1n (xi , %0)+rn ,
with &rn &=oP(n&12).
As a consequence, if xi are i.i.d variables with Var((xi , %0))=2, then
n12:$(% n&%0)_:  N(0, 1) for any : # Sm , where _2:=:$D
&1
n 2D$
&1
n :.
We defer the proofs of lemmas and theorems to Section 3. Instead, we
now consider three examples to illustrate their applications. The results we
get for the second and third examples are new, but we start with the linear
regression example which has been studied by other authors.
Example 1. Consider the usual linear regression model
yi=z$i %0+e i (2.3)
with independent error ei having a common density f. To use the general
setting, identify xi=(zi , yi). The dimension of %0 is m= p&1 whose
dependence on the sample size n is suppressed in the notation. The design
points zi are either random (and independent of ei) or fixed. In the latter
case one can consider zi as having point mass. The M-estimator % n is a
solution to minimizing ni=1 \( yi&z$i%) for some convex loss function \
with minimum at \(0)=0. With a possible adjustment of the intercept in
the model, we assume without loss of generality that E(ei)=0. Now
consider
" :
n
i=1
,( yi&z$i %) zi"=OP($n) (2.4)
with ,(x)=\$(x). If the derivative of \ exists everywhere, then $n=0. In
the case of the least absolute regression with \(x)=|x|, we have $n=
p32 log n under appropriate design conditions. For convenience, we
consider two types of , functions. If , is Lipschitz and $n=0, we call it a
‘‘smooth’’ score. If $n= p32 log n and , has finitely many jump discon-
tinuities but Lipschitz in each interval between two jump points, we call it
a ‘‘jump’’ score. To further make the presentation simpler, we state the
following assumptions:
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(D1) n&1 i ziz$i=I, where I is the p by p identity matrix.
(D2) ,$ and ," are bounded with c0=E,$(ei) # (0, ) for smooth
scores, or ,, f and f $ are bounded with c0=&& ,(r) f $(r) dr # (0, ) for
jump scores.
(D3) maxin &zi&2=O( p) and sup;, # # Sm 
n
i=1 |z$i ;|
2 |z$i#|2=O(n).
The design condition (D1) may be achieved after a transformation of
variables. Condition (D3) is true almost surely if, for example, zi is a random
sample from a p-variate distribution such that E |:$z|4 is uniformly bounded
for : # Sm and for all m. If the distribution of z is spherically symmetric,
then it suffices that each component has a finite fourth moment. Also note
that the condition (C11) of Welsh (1989) is equivalent to |:$zi | being
uniformly bounded, thus stronger than (D3). We now verify the conditions
for Theorem 2.2.
First, for smooth scores where , is Lipschitz such that |,(x)&,( y)|
K |x& y| for some K<, (C1) holds with r=2 if p=O(nr1) for some
r1>0, because &’ i ({, %)&2K &zi&2 &{&%& and &zi &2=O( p). Similarly
due to (D3), (C4) and (C5) hold with A(n, m)=m.
For jump scores, it suffices to consider , with only one jump at point 0.
Suppose that |,|K1 , fK1 , and K2 is a common Lipschitz bound for ,
on both sides of 0. In this case,
:
i
(,( yi&z$i{)&,( y i&z$i%))2 (:$zi)2
:
i
(:$zi)2 [4K 21 I( | y i&z$i%||z$i ({&%)| )+K
2
2(z$i ({&%))
2].
Thus, E% i &:$’i ({, %)&22  i (:$zi )2 [4K 31 |z$i ({&%)|+K
2
2 |z$i ({&%)|
2].
Together with condition (D3), it implies (C4) with A(n, m)=n(mn)12=
(mn)12. Since , is now bounded and &zi&=O( p12), it is clear from Lemma
2.2 that (C5) holds with A(n, m)=(mn)12+m32 log n. On the other hand,
we have sup&:&=1 ni=1 (:$’i ({, %))
4=O(n) in this case, so it follows from
Lemma 3.2 that (C5) holds with A(n, m)=(mn log n)12. Putting things
together, we have verified (C4) and (C5) for A(n, m)=min[(mn)12+
m32 log n, (mn log n)12].
For both types of scores, (C2) holds as long as E |,(ei)|2<. Moreover,
we have
} :$ :
n
i=1
(E(,( yi&z$i% n)&,( y i&z$i %0)) zi )&c0n:$(% n&%0) }
c1 :
n
i=1
|z$i:| |z$i (% n&%0)|2
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for some constant c1 depending on supr |,"(r)| for smooth scores or
supr | f $(r)| for jump scores. It is then immediate that (C3) holds true.
Therefore, we have
Corollary 2.1. Assume that conditions (D1)(D3) are satisfied. We
have &% n&%0 &2=OP( pn) for both types of scores provided that p(log p)3
=o(n). Furthermore, if p2(log p)=o(n) for smooth scores or p3(log p)2=
o(n) for jump scores, then
n12:$(% n&%0)_(:)  N(0, 1), (2.5)
for any :$=(:1 , ..., :p) # R p, where
_2(:)=(c0E,2(e))&1 &:&2.
Under essentially the same conditions on p and slightly stronger condi-
tions on the design, Welsh (1989, 1990) established the asymptotic normality
(2.5) for any : such that &:&1= pi=1 |: i |=O(1) as p  . So the result we
prove here is slightly more general in this aspect. Without imposing other
restrictions on the error distribution and on the score function, the condi-
tion on p as stated above is the best available in the literature so far. On
the other hand, Portnoy (1985) showed that p32 log pn  0 is sufficient if
, is three times differentiable and the error distribution is symmetric.
If, in lieu of Condition (D1), we have n&1  i z iz$i=Dn , where 0<
lim infn *min(Dn)lim supn *max(Dn)<, (2.5) holds with _2(:)=
(c0 E,2(e))&1 :$D&1n :. We shall point out that the design conditions we use
in the present paper are not meant to be the weakest possible. They are
chosen partly for simplicity and ease of interpretation. For some results
under more general design conditions, see Bai and Wu (1994).
Example 2. Spatial median for multivariate data.
Now suppose that a random sample x1 , x2 , ..., xn of dimension m is used
to estimate the multivariate location parameter by minimizing ni=1 &xi&%&.
Suppose that the underlying distribution for xi has a continuous density
respect to Lebesgue measure, then E &X&%& is convex in % with its minimum
reached at say %0 .
The spatial median is an M-estimator with
(x, %)=&(x&%)&x&%&.
We assume
(E1) E%0(1&x&%&
2)=O(1) as m   if &%&%0&c1 for some c1>0.
(E2) lim infm  inf&:&=1 E%0 [&x&%0&
&1&(:$(x&%0))2&x&%0&3]>0.
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By straightforward calculations,
(x, {)&(x, %)=
1
&x&%& \{&%+
x&{
&x&{&
(&x&{&&&x&%&)+ ,
which implies sup&{&%&d &(x, {)&(x, %)&2d&x&%&. Therefore (C1)
holds with r=2 and (C4)(C5) hold with A(n, m)=m. Condition (C2)
holds automatically.
To verify (C3), we first consider the derivatives of :$ with respect to %.
The first order derivative is L1(%)=&x&%&&1 :&:$(x&%)(x&%) &x&%&&3,
and the second order derivative matrix is L2(%)=&x&%&&3 :$(x&%)_
[I&3 &x&%&&2 (x&%)(x&%)$]. It is then clear that sup; # Sm ;$E%0 L2(%) ;
=O(1) for &%&%0 &c1 . Then, we have
:$E((x, %)&(x, %0))=:$D(%&%0)+O(&%&%0&2)
where D=E[(&x&%0 &2 I&(x&%0)(x&%0)$)&x&%0&3]. So (C3) holds
when m2n  0.
Corollary 2.2. Let %0 # Rm be the unique minimizing point of E &x&%0&.
If m(log m)2n  0, then the spatial median satisfies &% n&%0&2=OP(mn).
Furthermore, assume (E1), (E2) and m2 log m=o(n). Then
n12(% n&%0)=&n&12 D&1 :
n
i=1
xi&%0
&x i&%0&
+rn
with &rn &=oP(1).
It is clear that the requirement we need for the dimension m is the same
as that for the smooth M-estimators in regression. The conditions (E1) and
(E2) are satisfied for a large class of multivariate distributions.
Example 3. Logistic regression. Suppose that the response variable y is
now binary so that P( y=1 | z)=ez$;0(1+ez$;0 ) and P( y=0 | z)=1(1+ez$;0),
where z is covariate of dimension p. Given a random sample (z1 , y1), ...,
(zn , yn) the log likelihood is
log L(;)= :
n
i=1
( yi (z$i ;)&log(1+ez$i ;))
which is convex in ;. The score function is (x, ;)=( y&ez$;(1+ez$;)) z.
We assume the following design conditions.
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(F1) ni=1 &zi&
2=O(np), and sup:, ; # Sp 
n
i=1 |:$zi |
2 |;$zi |2=O(n).
(F2) lim infn   *min ( Dn ) > 0, where Dn = n&1 ni = 1 ( e
z$i ;0 
(1+ez$i ;0)) zi z$i .
The derivative of  with respect to ; is &ez$;(1+ez$;)&2 zz$. By assump-
tion (F1), conditions (C1), (C4) and (C5) hold with r=2 and A(n, m)=m.
Condition (C2) is also due to (F1). To verify (C3), note that the 2nd
derivative of  is b(z$;) zz$ where b is a function bounded by 1. Expanding
to the quadratic term, we obtain
}:i :$E[(xi , ;)&(xi , ;0)]&n:$Dn(;&;0)}
(;&;0)$ :
n
i=1
|:$zi | zi z$i (;&;0).
Assumptions (F1) and (F2) imply (C3). As a result, we have &; n&;0&2=
OP( pn) if p log pn  0 and the asymptotic normality of :$(; n&;0) in
logistic regression holds provided that p2(log p)n  0.
Given the design zi , the logistic model falls into the family of exponential
distributions. Portnoy (1988) studied the dimension asymptotics for exponen-
tial families, but assumed i.i.d observations so that it does not cover this
example directly.
3. PROOFS OF MAIN RESULTS
Proof of Lemma 2.1. The proof is straightforward by
sup
: # Sm
sup
{: &{&%&B(mn) 12
:
n
i=1
(:$’i ({, %))2 :
n
i=1
sup
{: &{&%&B(mn) 12
&’i ({, %)&2.
and by Chebyshev inequality. K
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let An=[{ # Rm : &{&%&B((mn)12]. It follows
from Lemma 3.2 that
sup
{ # An
|ni=1 [(:$’ i ({, %))
2&E(:$’i ({, %))2]|
n&2+(ni=1 E(:$’i ({, %))
4)12+(ni=1 (:$’i ({, %))
4)12
=OP((m log n)12).
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Thus, by the assumption that &’i&cn, m ,
sup
{ # An
|ni=1 [(:$’ i ({, %))
2&E(:$’i ({, %))2]|
n&2+cn, m (ni=1 E(:$’i ({, %))
2)12+cn, m (ni=1 (:$’ i ({, %))
2)12
=OP((m log n)12).
It is easy to see that for nonnegative numbers x, a and b,
|x&a|
b+x12
c implies x2a2+4c2+2b2.
Hence it follows from the above that
sup
{ # An
:
n
i=1
(:$’ i ({, %))2=OP (A(n, m)+c2n, mm log n).
All the OP bounds above are uniform in : # Rm . K
The proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are based on Lemma 3.3 below. It
has some similarity with Lemma 4.1 of He and Shao (1996), but there are
some essential differences. One main difficulty comes from allowing the
parameter % and the score function  to vary with n. The basic technique
used in He and Shao (1996) is to divide the parameter space into smaller
cubes. The total number of cubes grows at a polynomial rate so that the
exponential bound obtained at each cube holds globally. However, a
straightforward modification of He and Shao (1996) does not lead to the
desired result due to the exponentially increasing size of the sub-cubes
needed in the chaining argument. The proof in the present paper relies on
the following Lemma 3.1 which is of independent interest itself. One can
view Lemma 3.1 as an alternative to the well-known Kolmogorov exponen-
tial inequality. The latter requires boundness of the variables. We do away
with the boundness assumption by considering self-normalization. We
prove Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 first. The proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are
sketched at the end.
Lemma 3.1. Let X1 , X2 , ..., Xn be independent Rd-valued random variables
with EXi=0 and E &Xi&2< for every i=1, 2, ..., n. Then there exists an
absolute constant A such that for any a>0
P \ max1kn " :
k
i=1
X i"a \Bn+\ :
n
i=1
&Xi &2+
12
+A exp(&a2A), (3.1)
where Bn=(ni=1 E &Xi &
2)12.
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Proof. Let A=300. When a15, then A exp(&a2A)>1 and hence
(3.1) is trivial. We only need to consider the case of a>15. Let [Yi , 1in]
be an independent copy of [Xi , 1in]. Then, by Chebyshev’s and
Etemadi’s inequalities (see Billingsley (1995), p. 288),
P \ max1kn " :
k
i=1
Yi"12Bn , :
n
i=1
&Yi&22B2n+
1&P \ max1kn " :
k
i=1
Yi">12Bn +&P \ :
n
i=1
&Yi&2>2B2n+
1&3 max
1kn
P \" :
k
i=1
Yi">4Bn+&12
1&316&(12)>14. (3.2)
Let [=i , 1in] be a Rademacher sequence independent of [Xi , 1in]
and [Yi , 1in]. Also for convenience, let Qn=(a2)(ni=1 &Xi&Yi&
2)12.
Noting that
{ max1kn " :
k
i=1
Xi"a \Bn+\ :
n
i=1
&Xi&2+
12
+ ,
max
1kn " :
k
i=1
Yi"12Bn , :
n
i=1
&Y i&22B2n=
/{ max1kn " :
k
i=1
(Xi&Yi)&Qn= ,
and that [Xi&Yi , 1in] is a sequence of independent symmetric
random variables, we have
P \ max1kn " :
k
i=1
X i"a \Bn+\ :
n
i=1
&Xi &2+
12
++
=P \ max1kn " :
k
i=1
X i"a \Bn+\ :
n
i=1
&Xi&2+
12
+ ,
max
1kn " :
k
i=1
Yi"12Bn , :
n
i=1
&Yi&22B2n+
_{P \ max1kn " :
k
i=1
Yi"12Bn , :
n
i=1
&Y i &22B2n+=
&1
4P { max1kn " :
k
i=1
(Xi&Yi)"Qn=
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=4P { max1kn " :
k
i=1
(Xi&Yi) = i"Qn=
=4E {P \ max1kn " :
k
i=1
(Xi&Yi) =i"Qn | Xi , Y i , 1in+=
12E { max1kn P \" :
k
i=1
(Xi&Y i) = i"Qn 3 | Xi , Yi , 1in+=
24 exp \&(a6)
2
32 + ,
where the last inequality follows from the exponential inequality for the
Rademacher sequence (see, e.g., Ledoux and Talagrand (1991), p. 101).
This proves (3.1). K
Lemma 3.2. Let [vi (t), t # Rm], 1in be independent R p-valued
random variables with Evi (t)=0 for all t. Assume that there exist r1>0 and
r2>0 such that for every s # Rm, 0<d1, 1in
E sup
t: &t&s&d
&v i(t)&vi (s)&nr1 d r2. (3.2)
Let
Bn(t, s)=\ :
n
i=1
E &vi (t)&vi (s)&2+
12
and
Vn(t, s)=\ :
n
i=1
&vi (t)&vi (s)&2+
12
.
Then
sup
&t&n r3, &s&nr3
&ni=1 (vi (t)&vi (s))&
n&2+Bn(t, s)+Vn(t, s)
=OP ((m log(n+m))12) (3.3)
for every r30.
Proof. It suffices to show that
P(On, a )=o(1) as n  , (3.4)
for sufficiently large a, where
On, a
={ supt, s # R m : &t&n r3, &s&nr3
&ni=1 (vi (t)&v i (s))&
(n&2+Bn(t, s)+Vn(t, s))(m log(n+m))12
>2a= .
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Let Zn(t, s)=&ni=1 (vi (t)&vi (s))& and
$ :=$n=n&=0m, M :=nr3+1$=n1+r3+=0 m, (3.5)
where =0=(9+r1+r2)r2 . Consider the concentric cubes
Cl=[t: |t|l$], l=1, 2, ..., M,
where |t| denotes the maximum norm of t. Subdivide the difference Cl+1 "Cl
into smaller cubes with edges of the length $. For each value of l there
are ml=(2(l+1))m&(2l )m such small cubes which are denoted by C jl ,
j=1, 2, ..., ml . Let c jl be the center of C
j
l . Set C0=<. Then for x>1,
{ sup&t&nr3, &s&n r3
Zn(t, s)
n&2+Bn(t, s)+Vn(t, s)
>2x=
/ .
0l<M
.
jml
.
0k<M
.
imk
{ supt # C lj , s # C ik
Zn(t, s)
n&2+Bn(t, s)+Vn(t, s)
2x= .
Let
Bu(l, j; k, i)={supt # C lj &vu(t)&vu(c
j
l )&n
&4, sup
s # C ik
&vu(s)&vu(c ik)&n
&4],
vu(l, j; k, i)=(vu(c jl )&vu(c
i
k)) I[Bu(l, j; k, i)],
vu*(l, j; k, i)=vu(l, j; k, i)&Evu(l, j; k, i).
By the Ho lder inequality and (3.2), we have
&E(vu(t)&vu(s)) I[Bcu(l, j; k, i)]&
=&E(vu(t)&vu(s)) I[Bcu(l, j; k, i)]&
E &vu(t)&vu(s)& I[Bcu(l, j; k, i)]
(E &vu(t)&vu(s)&2)12 (P(Bcu(l, j; k, i))
12
(E &vu(t)&vu(s)&2)12 (n3+r1 (m$)r2)12
n&3(E &vu(t)&vu(s)&2)12.
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For t # C jl , s # C
i
k , observe that
Zn(t, s)
n&2+Bn(t, s)+Vn(t, s)

\&
n
u=1 (vu(t)&vu(s)) I[Bu(l, j; k, i)]&
+&nu=1 (vu(t)&vu(s)) I[Bcu(l, j; k, i)]&+
n&2+Bn(t, s)+Vn(t, s)

&nu=1 (vu(t)&vu(s)) I[Bu(l, j; k, i)]&
n&2+Bn(t, s)+Vn(t, s)
+\ :
n
u=1
I[Bcu(l, j; k, i)]+
12

\&
n
u=1 ((vu(t)&vu(s))&E(vu(t)&vu(s)))
_I[Bu(l, j; k, i)]&+n&2Bn(t, s) +
n&2+Bn(t, s)+Vn(t, s)
+\ :
n
u=1
I[Bcu(l, j; k, i)]+
12

2n&3+&nu=1 vu*(l, j; k, i)&
\n
&2&4n&3+(12)(nu=1 E &vu*(l, j; k, i)&
2)12
+(nu=1 &vu*(l, j; k, i)&2)12 +
+n&2+\ :
n
u=1
I[Bu(l, j; k, i)]+
12
. (3.6)
Hence for n16
P(On, a) :
0l<M
:
jml
:
0k<M
:
imi
P { &
n
u=1 vu*(l, j; k, i)&
\(
n
u=1 E &vu*(l, j; k, i)&
2)12
+(nu=1 &vu*(l, j; k, i )&
2)12+
a(m log(n+m))128=
+ :
0l<M
:
jml
:
0k<M
:
imi
P { :
n
u=1
I[Bu(l, j; k, i)]a2m log(n+m)=
A :
0l<M
:
jml
:
0k<M
:
imi
exp(&A&1a2m log(n+m))
[by Lemma 3.1]
+ :
0l<M
:
jml
:
0k<M
:
imi
\3 
n
u=1 P(B
c
u(l, j; k, i))
a2m log(n+m) +
a2m log(n+m)
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A exp(&m log(n+m))
+ :
0l<M
:
jml
:
0k<M
:
imi
\3 
n
u=1 n
4+r1 (m$)r2
a2m log(n+m) +
a2m log(n+m)
2A exp(&m log(n+m)), (3.7)
provided that a is sufficiently large, where the third last inequality comes
from the exponential inequality for the binomial distribution (see Ledoux
and Talagrand (1991), p. 51). This proves (3.7). K
An immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2 is
Lemma 3.3. Let Rn=(m log(n+m))12 Under the condition (C1), we have
sup
&{&, &%&n r 3
&ni=1 ’ i ({, %)&
n&2+(ni=1 E &’i ({, %)&2)12+(ni=1 &’i ({, %)&2)12
=OP(Rn),
(3.8)
sup
&{&,&%&n r3
|ni=1 ({&%)$ ’i ({, %)|
\n
&2+(ni=1 E |({&%)$ ’i ({, %)|
2)12
+(ni=1 |({&%)$ ’i ({, %)|
2)12 +
=OP(Rn),
(3.9)
and
sup
&:&, &{&, &%&n r 3
|ni=1 :$’i ({, %)|
\n
&2+(ni=1 E |:$’i ({, %)|
2)12
+(ni=1 |:$’i ({, %)|
2)12 +
=OP(Rn) (3.10)
for every r3>0, where ’i ({, %) is as defined in (2.1).
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Due to the convexity of the objective function,
it suffices to show that for any =>0, there exists B< such that
P[inf&’&=1 i ’$(xi , %0+B(mn)12) ’)>0]>1&= for sufficiently large n.
By (3.9) and Conditions (C3), (C4) and (C5), i ’$(xi , %0+B(mn)12’)
= i ’$ ( xi , %0 ) + B ( mn ) 12 ’$Dn’ + o( n12 ) + OP( ( A ( n, m ) m log n)12)
uniformly in ’ # Sm . If A(n, m)=o(nlog n), the remainder term is o((mn)12).
Thus for sufficiently large n,
{ inf&’&=1 :i ’$(xi , %0+B(mn)
12 ’)>0=
#{(mn)&12 inf&’&=1 :i ’$(xi , %0)>&(B2) *min(Dn)=
whose probability tends to 1 due to (C2) as B, n  . K
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Proof of Theorem 2.2. We only need to consider : such that &:&=O(1)
as m  . By (3.10) and conditions (C3), (C4), and (C5), we have
:
i
:$(xi , %0)+n:$Dn(% n&%0)
=oP(n12)+OP ((A(n, m) m log n)12)=oP(n12)
if A(n, m)=o(n(m log n)). This representation is uniform in : as long as
&:& is bounded. Now lim infn *min(Dn)>0, we can replace : by D&1n : to get
the desired result in Theorem 2.2. K
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